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Premier League 

The Premier League is home to some of the most competitive and 
compelling football in the world. The League and its clubs use the power 
and popularity of the competition to inspire fans, communities, and 
partners in the UK and across the world. The Premier League brings people 
together from all backgrounds. It is a competition for everyone, everywhere 
and is available to watch in over 1 billion homes in 188 countries. 

The VE Day and VJ Day commemoration activities are part of the Premier 
League Academy Programme and are part of the League’s commitment 
to the holistic development of young players.

Big Ideas

Big Ideas is a community engagement and public participation 
organisation with a track record of creating lasting impact in hard-to-
reach communities through a model of deep engagement. We create 
and support projects which bring individuals, communities and countries 
together. Working with playgroups and parliaments, steel pans and 
sports clubs, we make lasting change locally, nationally and globally. 

Big Ideas is proud to partner with the education team at the Premier 
League to deliver a series of engaging projects for young players this year.

Academy Education 

Our thanks to the education staff in each of the academies who have 
worked tirelessly to gather all the messages and creative pieces 
included in this book, showing another side to the country’s brightest 
young football players. We recognise that this was especially tricky 
under the current circumstances. 

All works copyright © the authors. 
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INTRODUCTION

Football Remembers WWII is a commemoration project marking 
75 years since the end of World War Two. The ‘Football Remembers 
Eleven’ films lie at the heart of the Football Remembers WWII project. 
In 2019, Premier League Academy players interviewed World War II 
veterans, who were also professional football players, about their 
wartime memories. Supported by dedicated Club historians, eleven 
player veterans were tracked down, and once we made contact, 
filming was arranged with the Academies.

Looking back, we were incredibly fortunate. The simple opportunity 
to bring young and old together in person is now impossible because 
of Covid-19. Despite the pandemic, the 75th anniversary of the end of 
World War II has been marked around the world in 2020. The Football 
Remembers Eleven Films have been released throughout the year 
marking VEDay 75, VJDay 75 and finally Remembrance Sunday. You 
can find the links to all the films on big-ideas.org. 

Our thanks to all the Academies and player-veterans who took part. 
Southampton Academy and the Saints Foundation interviewed wartime 
goalkeepers Arthur House and Charles White, Bristol City and Plymouth 
Argyle Academies interviewed City legend Josser Watling and Plymouth, 
Birmingham City and England winger Gordon ‘Cannonball’ Astall. 
Birmingham City met another of their player-veterans, Dudley Kernick. 
Crystal Palace and Watford interviewed two players who played for 
both teams: Charlie Chase and Tony Collins. Manchester City Academy 
travelled north to meet Bobby Brown, Rangers’ goalie and later Scotland 
Manager while Chelsea visited their former manager Tom Docherty.  Reg 
Harrison was interviewed by Derby County Academy players and Woking 
FC met D Day veteran Bill Blount. Sadly some player-veterans have 
passed away since the films were made. This project is their legacy.  

The original intention was an intergenerational programme. The 
‘Football Remembers Eleven’ films were to spark Academies throughout 
the league to meet WWII veterans in their communities. Instead, the 
films became a springboard for Academy players to create their 
own tributes. At a time when we could not see our elders, Arsenal, 
Bournemouth, Brighton Hove Albion, Burnley, Chelsea, Crystal Palace, 
Everton, Fulham, Manchester City, Manchester United, Middlesbrough, 
Sunderland, Watford, West Ham, and Wolverhampton Wanderers 
Academies all took part in virtual commemoration activities.  

To mark Victory in Europe or VE Day 75 in May, players commemorated 
the end of nearly six years of war in Europe that had cost the lives of 
millions, destroyed homes, families and cities. Premier League Academy 
players paid tribute to WWII veterans by sending them moving messages 
through letters, poems, photos and films which were shared with the 
nation on social media.

In August, Academies commemorated 75 years since the end of the 
war in the East, or VJDay 75. Learning about the atomic bombs and 
the price paid by the people of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, players 
contributed to an origami wreath for the Children’s memorial in the 
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park as well as writing Haikus (traditional 
Japanese verse form) in the spirit of friendship with Japan. A special 
mention to those who mastered the tricky art of making origami paper 
cranes via video conference!
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To echo the 
powerful messages 

of the Academy 
players, we would 
like to thank the 
veterans of the 

Second World War.

 This book is
dedicated to you.

Image of Luke, AFC Bournemouth



Football Remembers Arthur House

Arthur House 
Southampton FC Academy

Arthur House played in goal for Southampton during World War II. His football 
career ended when he was called up. Arthur served in the Fleet Air Arm of the 
Royal Navy. While on service he injured his arm, ending all hopes of a return to 
football after the war. Southampton FC Academy Under 15s interviewed Arthur 
for Football Remembers World War II. Arthur passed away on 28 July 2019.

“The war with Germany was 
over but the Japanese war was 

still on. And I was still out there... 
it was a long trip home.”

ARSENAL FC

From “All because of the 
love of your country” 

Veterans, thank you for all you have done 
And thank you to the warriors gone 
At the end of the war, there was victory and glory 
This day in May is known as VE Day 

You truly are brave, answering the call to duty 
You kissed all your loved ones goodbye 
And they couldn’t help but weep, worry and cry 
Reassuring them, saying it was a price worth paying 
All because of the love of your country 

Teshaun performing his poem, ‘All for the love of your country’ 
in the Arsenal VE Day video.

If it was not for you, this 
country would not be as great 
as it is now. Your hard work 
and dedication made this country 
realise how important you are to 
us. My family have been in the 
Gurka army for many generations, 
serving alongside the British 
army, and I am very proud of our 
many years of fighting together. 
Thank you for your services and 
for protecting this country. It 
is because of you that citizens 
like myself are living a 
peaceful life. 

#VEDAY75 

By Saurap, U11

Dear Veteran,



Young determined goalie 
who also fought in the war

Saving was his job 

Kyron U10

My vivid memory 
Of protecting those in need 

Now there is freedom 

Fletcher U10  

ARSENAL FC

Haikus

World War Two begins 
Flying boats guard the ocean

Good lives left behind

Jonathan U10 
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Football Remembers Tony Collins

“The German army was racing 
through everything and so 

naturally you think well when 
is it going to be my turn.” Tony Collins

Watford FC Academy

Tony Collins was called up to serve in 1944 when he was 18 and was stationed 
in Italy after training. Post war he signed for Sheffield Wednesday and went on 
to play for many Clubs with two spells for Watford during the 1950s. Tony went 
on to become player manager at Rochdale FC, and is the first black-heritage 
manager in the Football League. Watford Academy FC Under 15s interviewed 
Tony for Football Remembers WWII.



AFC BOURNEMOUTH
“I would like to take this 
opportunity to pay respect 
to my great grandfather. This 
is a picture of him. My great 
grandfather was also a WWII 
veteran. He was a Commanding 
Officer and a Major in the 
British Army. He was 
deployed in Burma to fight 
against the Japanese. 
He was a very brave man 
and he was awarded the
Star of Burma medal.”

“Without you, my 
grandparents, parents, 
brother, sister and 
friends may not be here 
right now but with your 
amazing work, they are 
here by my side”.

#VEDAY75 

Above letter by Ethan, U9

Zakariya holding a photo of his great grandfather, 
who was a WWII veteran.

A moving message from an U18 AFC Bournemouth 
academy player 
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This poster by James U9 
commemorates 75 years since 
the end of World War II. “The 
background that I have drawn, 
a rainbow, is a symbol of hope, 
especially in the crisis that we are 
in currently and it's just a fraction 
of what people in the war 
felt. From research, I have 
found that 2000 bombs 
fell in Bournemouth. 
5,000 men trained to
be soldiers and also 
3% of the world’s 
population died. 
Thank you to all 
war veterans 
at the 75th 

anniversary.” 



EVERTON FC

I am writing as a way of sharing how proud we 
all are of your incredible service. Your acts 
have given the country freedom and the chance 
for life, love, laughter and happiness that 
wouldn’t have been possible without you.

You have served our country with honour and 
words can’t describe how thankful we are having 
you protect us in the war. I have recently been 
to Auschwitz with Everton FC Academy and that 
was a very humbling experience. I think people 
don’t understand how brave and tough soldiers 
had to be back then.

The media have been talking about how our 
country and the NHS have been fighting Covid-19, 
while there are similarities like lockdown, 
restrictions and isolation, your battle was 
different; perhaps more physical, shocking and 
frightening.I now appreciate more the sacrifices 
you made.

Thank you again and always,

“I think people don’t understand 
how brave and tough soldiers 

had to be back then.”

Football Remembers Gordon Astall

Gordon Astall
Plymouth Argyle FC Academy

Gordon played for Plymouth Argyle, Birmingham City, Torquay United and 
England. During the war he served in the Royal Marines and was stationed 
in Plymouth. Plymouth Argyle FC Under 18s interviewed Gordon for Football 
Remembers WWII.

“It doesn’t matter where 
you play – you give it the 

best you got, son.”

Dear Veteran, 20 MAY 2020

Daniel, U14
13



EVERTON FC

Thank you to you and all of our heroes that 
sacrificed their lives for our freedom.
 
Thank you to those that lost their lives and to 
those that are still alive. There are no words to 
describe the sacrifices you made for our countries.

On Veterans Day we try to honour you for your 
bravery. There are no words of honour that any 
of you will receive that will compare to what you 
truly deserve. I am saying this not only from what 
I have heard but also what I have seen on my trip 
to Auschwitz-Birkenau visiting the concentration 
camps in Poland. 

My perception towards veterans is that I think 
they are the true heroes that actually deserve to 
be honoured for life. Upon saying all of this I 
would like to congratulate a living hero of all 
time captain Thomas Moor. Congratulations to him 
and thank you to him for holding on tight for our 
generation to see him.

We will never understand the depths of your scars 
captain so on this special day of yours I send you 
love that is as pure as the snow from the sky. 
Thank you for fighting for the freedom that we 
now enjoy.

With gratitude

Dear Veteran, 20 MAY 2020

Martin, U14
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Football Remembers Josser Watling

Josser Watling
Bristol Rovers FC Academy

Josser Watling served in the Royal Navy during World War II and was part 
of the Russian convoy delivering essential supplies to the Soviet Union 
in dreadful conditions. After the war, Josser signed for Bristol Rovers and 
devoted his entire career to the Club making 323 league appearances. 
Josser was interviewed by Bristol Rovers FC Academy U18s.

“Every time I played 
for Bristol Rovers it 

was beautiful”.



MIDDLESBROUGH FC 
HAIKUS

The white flag ascends 
The Japanese surrender 
The world was at peace 

George

In Japan they dropped 
The bombing were destructive 

So many lives lost  

Gabe  

Let us remember 
We are free because of them 

We must not forget

Ralph

MIDDLESBROUGH FC

Veteran’s Poem 

1939 to 1945 six long years of sorrow and pain 
Is spent fighting for our country, come sun or rain 

To secure a future from which we gain 

So we are here to show our gratitude 
For the brave and noble attitude 
Displayed by every heroic veteran 

That stood side-by-side with their brethren

For our lives, our country and justice they fought 
Their level of resilience cannot be taught 

The strength of our soldiers lives on till this day
Captain Tom’s example paving the way 

From the 100 laps he took millions were made
His charitable work can never be repaid 

In these trying times as a nation we struggle to cope 
But this great veteran is once more a beacon of hope 

So as a citizen of the country we fought to defend 
Our love and appreciation is the least we can send 

True character was shown during those times of strife 
By the soldiers who made the ultimate sacrifice of their life 

For these acts of bravery we are forever in their debt 
We must ensure their legacy is kept 

We must honour their memory for now and forever 
So as a nation let’s come together 

Celebrate those who secured today 
From the bottom of our hearts – 

thank you is the least we can say.

#VEDAY75 
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Poem by Ezra



MANCHESTER CITY FC
#VEDAY75 

To our Heroes,

Firstly I would like to say ‘Thank you’ for your services during the war. 
I could not ever imagine having to leave my family and the things I love 
at such a young age and go fight for our country. Football was a big part of 
your lives, so for you to be made to give it up to go fight in a war must have 
destroyed some of your dreams. I hope you got to play football again or build 
new dreams and be as passionate as you once were before the war began. 
You are true heroes! The sacrifices you made were huge and selfless. If I 
were ever in the same situation, I hope I would be as brave and noble as you. 
Your stories will be heard and your memories will be shared. You will be 
truly remembered! 

Isaac

Football Remembers Bobby Brown

Bobby Brown
Manchester City FC Academy

Bobby Brown served in the Royal Navy during World War II. He played in 
goal for Queen’s Park, Rangers, Falkirk, and Scotland, as well as guesting 
for Clubs along the south coast during the war. Bobby went on to manage 
Scotland. Players from Manchester City Academy’s Under 15s interviewed 
Bobby Brown for Football Remembers WWII. Bobby passed away on 
15 January 2020.

“Often, I think of these 
boys who didn’t come back, 

and I have had a full life.”

“One of my greatest fears 
is the thought of never 

being able to play the sport 
I love again. I would be 

devastated. You showed 
unbelievable amounts of 

courage to put everything 
you loved to one side to 

defend our country.

I am inspired by many 
football players, often they 
are described as legends or 
heroes. I disagree the true 
definition of a hero is you.” 

True, U14s



A tribute to those who didn’t come home by Manchester City FC Academy



MANCHESTER CITY FC
ORIGAMI CRANES
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SUNDERLAND AFC
#VEDAY75 

“Hi, I am Joe from Sunderland. On the 8th 
of May we are celebrating VE Day, 75 years 
since the end of the Second World War in 
Europe. Because of the Coronavirus, we 
may not be able to get together with 
our family or go out for a game of 
football with our friends at the 
moment. But, thanks to the 
hardships suffered and the sacrifices 
made by those who fought in World 
War II, we know that we will be 
able to enjoy the freedom to do 
all the things that we are 
missing again soon. So to all 
the veterans and survivors of 
the war, we are so proud of you 
and we thank you.”

Joe with his message

“We thank all the Royal Marine veterans that served 
in World War II. We are always in your debt. Thanks.”

Joshua
23

Ashton

Ezra

Tim

Dan

Manchester City FC 
paper crane

Will

Daniel

Justin

Jayden
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WEST HAM FC
#VEDAY75 #VEDAY75 

We march together in glee
Exuberant as we take to the war-torn street 

Announcing that we are finally free
To every survivor we meet

The resilient Magnolias of May
Remind us of the six years we endured

As they are now in full bloom on this victorious day 
We know our continent is ready to be restored 

Those times of suffering and strain
Inflicted on our women and men 

Instilled a rebellious will to remain
And to be hopeful back then 

Finally we can celebrate 
all those who selflessly tried to accommodate 
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West Ham United remembers the sacrifice that many 
men and women made so that we can live in peace today

Football Remembers Bill Blount

Bill Blount
Woking FC Academy

Bill volunteered for the Royal Marines and was a gunner on an artillery ship 
on D Day, protecting Canadian troops as they landed on Juno Beach. He 
went on to the Far East and was present when the Japanese surrendered. 
After the war, Bill started to play for Woking FC although his football career 
was cut short by injury. Woking FC Under 18s interviewed Bill for Football 
Remembers WWII.

“It never leaves you. 
You try to put it in a locker 

and shut the door.”



 VJ Day 75

15 August 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of the end of the war 
in the East, VJ Day, when Imperial Japan surrendered to the Allies,
ending World War II. 

During six years of fighting, at least 50 million people died. Shortly before 
VJ Day, on 6 and 9 August 1945, the United States, with the consent of 
the United Kingdom, dropped two atomic bombs on the Japanese cities 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki respectively, to bring an end to the Pacific 
War. The bombs killed between 129,000 and 226,000 people, the majority 
of whom were civilians. This devastating loss of life brought about the 
Japanese surrender. 

Today, the relationship between Britain and Japan is one of friendship. 

It is to mark this spirit of friendship that Premier League Academy players 
wrote Haikus inspired by the Football Remembers films. A Haiku is a type 
of short poetry originally from Japan. A Haiku is made up of three lines 
and has a set number of syllables in each line: five in the first, seven in the 
second and five in the last. The players folded origami paper cranes and 
wrote their Haiku on their cranes.

The cranes have been assembled into a wreath for the Children’s Peace 
Monument in the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park. Hundreds of people 
across the country also sent origami cranes for the Academy wreath.

The Children’s Peace Monument in Hiroshima is dedicated to Sadako 
Sasaki who died of radiation poisoning as a result of the atomic bomb 
aged 12. While she was in hospital, Sadako wanted to fold a thousand 
cranes – in Japanese tradition, if you fold 1000 cranes you are granted 
a wish. Sadako’s wish was to have a world without nuclear weapons. 
Today, thousands of origami cranes from all over the world are offered 
to her monument. This is where the crane-wreath will be laid.

Across the country, people sent origami cranes to join those folded by the Academy players. 
They have been arranged together in this beautiful wreath for the Children’s monument 
in Hiroshima, Japan.
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FULHAM FC
#VEDAY75 

Logan’s handwritten poem

I hope you guys are all doing well and staying safe at home during this difficult time of the pandemic.
My name is Harvey and I am an academy player from Fulham football club. First of all, we at Fulham football club want to thank you all for your services for this country. Without your bravery and sacrifices we wouldn’t be here today. Many people in our society don’t know what difficult challenges you guys have gone through. This is why we will recognise you forever as our hero.

Yours sincerely,Harvey 
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Dear Veteran,



FULHAM FC
POEMS & ORIGAMI CRANES

War has started 
Families will cry 

There will be no winners 
But many soldiers will die 

Many hearts will be broken 
No joy, just sombre 

Years gone by 
No gain, just pain 
No mercy neither 

No peace, no happiness
Just sorrow 

No safety, no comfort 
Just tragic war 

Horrific war – blood and gore 
Then to end the war 

A little boy was set to sore 
Hiroshima would be no more 

So today we celebrate 
The end of all World Wars
And remember the fallen 

The loves lost 
For what cause?

VJ Day

Kai, U11

Chibby making an origami crane30

HAIKUS

Artillery ship
Draining twelve hour patrols 

It never leaves you 

Dan

They overcome pain 
When united together 

Held endlessly now  

Sam  

Post-traumatic stress 
Friends dying left, right and centre 

Stick to you forever 

Habeeb
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MANCHESTER UNITED FC



Football Remembers Charles White

Charles White
Southampton FC Academy

Charles White played in goal for Southampton FC during the war.  He was 
called up to the RAF during the war. He trained to work on the flying boats 
and was sent to East Africa to patrol the Indian ocean. He never returned 
to football but remembered his career fondly when talking to young players 
from The Saints Foundation for Football Remembers WWII. 

“Once you’re called up to 
the forces, you had no say 
in what happens to you.”

Academy players from Burnley FC interviewed WWII veteran Ted 
Davidson. Ted was sent to the Royal Tank Regiment in Yorkshire 
for six months to learn how to drive and fix infantry Churchill 
tanks. He then returned to Bovington Camp in Dorset to join 
the 6th Guards Tank Brigade. Ted arrived at Normandy in June, 
1944, and with his comrades, played an instrumental role in the 
liberation of France during the Second World War. 

After the war Ted settled in Padiham and worked for 10 years 
at Burnley Football Club where he was in charge of the training 
ground at Gawthorpe. In January 2020 was made a French 
Legion d’Honneur, highest distinction of bravery from the French 
Consulate for his services during the war.

BURNLEY FC

“They have just given 
me one [medal] 
actually. It’s a French 
medal. They tell me 
it’s the highest honour 
in France. The only 
entitlement with it... 
I can ride a horse down 
the Champs-Élysées! 
I would love to do it 
actually.”
Ted Davidson

“It’s just unbelievable some of the stories he’s
 told us today. Comparisons from the army to obviously 

football – there’s a lot of crossovers... It’s been really 
good to hear from him.” 

Sam

“Couldn’t even imagine being in those situations. 
It’s just wonderful to be able to listen to Ted.”

Ben
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CHELSEA FC
#VEDAY75 

Dear Grandad, 

Growing up back home, I remember always looking up to you. Whenever 
I would visit, I always knew that I could be relaxed and enjoy spending my 
time, learning from and observing the incredible man in front of me. Whether 
it was picking lemons off the tree in your garden or listening to an old story 
you had, I never had to feel worried about the world around me. 

As I have grown, I have realised that the reason I was able to enjoy the time 
I had with you didn’t come without a price. While today we celebrate the 
75th anniversary of VE Day, it’s paramount that we never forget the struggle, 
sacrifice, and effort that your generation spent over those six years to fight 
for the world we live in today. When the world was at its darkest, all of you, 
from the home front to the front line, rose to the challenge and threat that 
was poised against the world. 

Today, the threats facing the world are very different. Yet, despite this, it’s 
inspiring to still see your generation continue to make sacrifices and work 
for the betterment of the world. Watching the response to coronavirus and 
people like Captain Tom Moore raise more than 30 million pounds can only 
be described as extraordinary. To the greatest generation. 

Thank you. 

Ethan’s great-grandfather served in WWII. For VE Day, Ethan 
wrote a letter to him. To the right is Ethan holding his letter      
                      and a photo of his great-grandfather.

“I would like to take the time to thank
all of the brave men and women who 

gave up their lives for ours. We are 
eternally grateful for everyone who 
served 75 years ago for our future 

generation to have a safe and 
peaceful environment. We 

owe everything to these 
very special people. 

Thank you.”

Dion

Football Remembers Tommy Docherty

Tommy Docherty
Chelsea FC Academy

Tommy was 18 when World War II ended and was called up for National 
Service in 1946 in the Highland Light Infantry. He served in Palestine and 
played football for the British Army team. After the war, Tommy played for 
Celtic, Scotland and Chelsea. He went on to manage 13 teams including 
Scotland, Manchester United and Chelsea. Chelsea FC Academy players 
interviewed Tommy for Football Remembers WWII.

“Before I knew what was 
happening, we were coming 

off a boat in Palestine.”



CRYSTAL PALACE FC 
#VEDAY75 

“Last year in March, 
me and my friend from 
Crystal Palace had the 
pleasure to meet Charlie 
Chase. I was amazed 
by his stories of his 
bravery, whether it was 
on the battlefield or the 
football pitch. Team work, 
courage and a never-
give-up attitude helped 
him through his life in 
the army and during his 
football days. Thank you 
Charlie Chase for your 
service to this country.”

“I have drawn a picture for Football 
Remembers, not only as a thank you for 
the veterans who played professional 
football but the ones that didn’t. So in 
this photo, we have a tank that is shooting 
footballs to say don’t give up 
before you try. As well as this 
we have paratroopers 
jumping out of planes which 
show a high amount of
bravery. Bravery can only 
be found if you try.”

Tyler

Joshua and Tyler interviewed 
Charlie Chase for the club’s Football 
Remembers Eleven’ film. They paid 
tribute to Charlie on VE Day.

Football Remembers Charlie Chase

Charlie Chase
Crystal Palace FC Academy

Charlie Chase served in World War Two as a paratrooper in the Royal Sussex 
Regiment. He jumped into France the week after D Day and was wounded 
in action. After the war he signed for Watford and Crystal Palace. Crystal 
Palace FC Academy U12s spoke to Charlie for Football Remembers WWII. 
Charlie passed away on 2 February 2020.

“You saw some tragic 
events, you had to 

get through it... but it 
wasn’t pleasant.” 



CRYSTAL PALACE FC
HAIKUS HAIKUS

Fear comes to an end 
So did the menacing war 

We are lucky it did  

Hunter

Seventy-five years 
Brave men and women have fought 

We still thank them now 

Josef

Six years of fighting 
Protecting. Remembering 

Brave and courageous 

Clem  

Went a goalkeeper 
Came back a broken soldier 

With medals to show 

Brad  

Moments every match 
Brave, fortunate, simple life 
Feel proud. Gave freedom  

George

They went to battle 
Bravery and sacrifice 

Finally at peace 

Matt
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WOLVERHAMPTON WANDERERS FC



WOLVERHAMPTON WANDERERS FC
HAIKUS

In war we lose friends 
Death, heartbreak and pain 

But love and peace mends

Jude

We must learn from war 
Out of darkness cometh light 

We stand together 

Ethan

Left: Ethan discovered that his great-grandfather who was born in Hyderabad, India, 
was a doctor in the army. Right: Translation of Ethan’s Haiku into Japanese

Football Remembers Reg Harrison

Reg Harrison
Derby County FC Academy

Reg Harrison signed for Derby County FC when he was just 16 years old. 
He enlisted in the Royal Engineers and continued to play football during the 
war. In total Reg played 254 times for his beloved home team, helping them 
to win the FA Cup in 1946. Reg was interviewed by  Derby County FC Under 
18s for Football Remembers WWII. Reg passed away on 17 September 2020.

“He was a mate – 
he’s leaning on me. 

They was all mates.”
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Football Remembers Dudley Kernick

Dudley Kernick
Birmingham City FC Academy

Dudley Kernick joined the Tintagel men’s team aged 13 in 1933 and after 
they won the Cornish Senior Cup he signed for Torquay.  Dudley moved to 
Birmingham City during the war, and served as a Bevin Boy in the mines. 
Later he was enlisted in the Royal Air Force. He continued to play football 
after the war and also went on to manage several clubs. Under 12s from 
Birmingham City FC Academy interviewed Dudley Kernick for Football 
Remembers WWII. Dudley passed away on 15 December 2019.

“If you come across any 
bad experiences, do it 
to your best ability.”

WATFORD FC
#VEDAY75 

For their ‘Football Remembers Eleven’ film Watford FC Academy 
interviewed Tony Collins. Tony was called up to serve in 1944 
when he was 18 and was stationed in Italy after training. Post-war 
he signed for Sheffield Wednesday and went on to play for many 
clubs with two spells for Watford during the 1950s. Tony went 
on to become player-manager at Rochdale FC, and is the first 
black-heritage manager in the Football League. 

For the 75th anniversary of VE Day, Watford FC Captain Troy 
Deeney spoke to Tony and Bill Shipwright, another Watford 
player, about their memories of the war.

“You just wanted 
to get back and 

play football. 
Competitive 

football.”
Tony Collins

“They fought in the war, and then they are playing football, 
so how could football frighten them? They had no fears most 

of these players, no fear whatsoever of anything.”
Bill

‘A lot of people were at war, not only for their country, 
but for their families, and still managed to come back and 

play football, and make unbelievable careers’. 
Troy
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A tribute to the millions,

Let us remember those who so selflessly gave their lives at 
home and abroad, whose sacrifice enables us to enjoy the 
peace and freedom we have today. Let us remember those 
who came home wounded, physically and mentally, and 
the friends and family who cared for them.

For those who returned to restore the relationships and 
rebuild their working lives after years after dreadful 
conflict and turmoil. Let us remember the families that lost 
husbands, sons and sweetheart.

Let us remember the servicemen, merchant seamen, 
miners, brave civilians and others from Commonwealth 
and Allied countries who fought, suffered and died during 
several years of war, who all gave so much, we thank you.

Let us remember those in reserved occupations and 
the brave people who kept us safe on the home front, 
the doctors, the nurses, who cared for the wounded. 
The women and men who toiled in the fields, those who 
worked in the factories, who all played such a vital role 
in the home war effort. 

For those who gave so much, we thank you.  

WATFORD FC 
HAIKUS

War only darkness
Friendship, loss, only sorrow

World peace finally 

Benji

Cold days of suffer 
It couldn’t get any worse 

A war we must win 

Hayden  

From football to trench 
Teammates now become comrades 

Strike. Attack. Defend.

Jonny
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The war held us now
Helped get through challenging times 

Thanks all the soldiers 

Charlie U12

Extreme casualties 
They surrendered to save lives 

Thanks for our freedom

Zac U12
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